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FlagView History This page will take you through how to break every wild breed of horse for the final challenges of the rider in Red Dead Redemption 2. For this challenge you will need to find all the wild breed horses available and tame them. Fortunately, the Arab breed of horses does not count, so you will not need to tame the white Arabs. Taming a horse is quite simple, but
requires a bit of coordination. Get the herd. You can find bands of wild horses in several places around the world, notably roaming the central Heartlands, Cumberland Forest and the forests surrounding the Wapati Reservation in grizzly. There are also unique horses that you can find as white coated Arabic near Lake Isabella near Colter.Approach slowly. Once you find the herd,
choose the horse you want to tame from afar using binoculars and then approach it slowly. Lock on the horse when you are close enough and press Calm to prevent the horse from bolting away as you get closer. Lasso is a horse. Equip the lasso if it hasn't come out yet, and throw it around the horse's neck. The reel in the horse also soothes it. Mount Horse.Approach the horse in
front and maneuver around the side to mount it. Once you mount it, you will need to keep your balance on it back to break it. If the horse bucks forward, pull the left stick back - if it bucks left, press right, and if it bucks right, press left. In a few moments the horse should take you as a rider. Saddle, stable or sell horse. After the horse has been broken, you can either place your
saddle on it to make it your main horse, or throw lasso around his neck and lead it to the stable to add to your collection or sell for cash. Here are the breeds of horses you will need to find for this challenge and where you can find them. To find these horses in the wild, look for them roaming in the Heartlands of New Hanover, at the Wapiti Indian Reservation in central Ambarino,
outside Blackwater in West Elizabeth, and around Armadillo in New Austin. Search north of the Cumberland Forest in New Hanover, in the northeast corner of the Great Valley in West Elizabeth, and around Mercer Station in New Austin. To find Hungarian halfreds in the wild, search outside Blackwater in West Elizabeth, or on the east side of Cholla Springs in New Austin. To find
all coats in the wild, search around the Wapiti Indian Reservation and Donner Falls in Ambarino, near Braithwaite Manor and outside Rhodes in Lleman, along Cattail Pond in grizzles West, or along the Little Creek River over the Great Valley, as well as along the tall trees and great plains in Western Elizabeth, and finally Lake Julio in New York. Look for them in the Cumberland
Forest in New Hanover, around Little Creek River or outside Riggs Station in West Elizabeth, or around New Austen. To find Nokota in the wild, look for them in the central Heartlands of New Hanover, north of Armadillo or Fort Mercer in New Austin. Search near Wapiti Vapiti Reservations at Ambarino or Cattale Pond, in the far northwest of West Elizabeth, or in Cholla Springs in
New Austin. Look for them near Donner Falls in Ambarino, or around the New Austin Mustangs you can find in the central Heartlands of New Hanover, or west of Fort Mercer in New Austin. Group of Horses - Funeral OFFICIAL VIDEO 10 breeds of horses you won't believe Exist100 Horses Name Ideas! SSO19 Fascinating things you probably didn't know about Thoroughbred
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windmills. Best, and good . . . almost only, the way travelYour trusty horse, the main ally of the cowboy, the idiot that bucks you off (even with max bonding) when the cougar so much as growls . . . Your horse is your main mode of transport and your best friend in the desert. These challenges will help you grow your Bond level if you haven't already, but mostly they're here to check
out your riding medal. Using the stables, in any city, you can store up to four horses (hell, it's sinister . . .) that you either buy or find in the wild. For these problems, I recommend taming white Arabic that you can find on Lake Isabella. It might not be the best horse in the game (seriously, everyone seems to have opinions on that without actual info), but the best for early in the game.
Search for White Arabian: Lake Isabella is a semi-frozen body of water in the West Grizzly Ambarino. You have traveled here several times during Chapter 1. You can come back here at the beginning of Chapter 2, but I advise you to wait until you have unlocked the stables after the Mission Exit, haunted by the bruised Ego. As far as I know, the horse probably won't unlock until
after this mission anyway. A trip to the scene on the screenshot below is where I saw his caviar every time I went to collect it. It still seems that twice for passing, it's fast but fragile. Lasso is a horse and constantly click X/Square to soothe it as you approach. Once you get on either side of it, mount and keep control with the left stick. To make breaking go faster, keep pressing
X/Square to calm the horse. In order to make it yours, ride it up to livery in strawberries or Valentine's. (Note: White Arabian also can't spawn if the legendary white bison is in the area. This small outcrop of land is almost always a guaranteed place to find White Arabian. If it's not here go do a couple of story missions and come back later. Camping didn't help me breed him all the
time. Rider Challenge #1: Kill 5 rabbits from HorsebackWhen You can do it: At the beginning of Chapter 2, it's best if you bought a Varmint rifle at The Gun Shop in Valentine's First. A man should eat, and one of the best ways to do it is in the desert through rabbit meat. Chances are you've shot a couple of them already grab the skin and/or cook it in the fire. Skins is a good way to
make some money early in the game. The price is based on quality, more on what's in Master Hunter Challenges Guide. You can easily kill five rabbits while set as you go from point A to point B in your travels. Most small animals will be alerted to your presence along the road and you can just shoot them as you drive past. Trampling their accident also counts, not as an athlete as
though. Rider Challenge #2: Jump through 3 obstacles in 15 seconds when you can do it: Chapter 2, after calling #1This one I did by accident, trying to avoid the law during one of the stupid gangster problems. In Valentine's, ride through sheep handles in the southern part of the city jumping wooden fences. Three wooden fence and challenge completed! You can also do it at the
Emerald Ranch, jump through the handles there. You can also do this with rocks around the Dakota River but there is almost a 70% chance your horse will mistakenly flip over and send Arthur flying. Results can vary . . . Rider Challenge #3: A trip from Valentine to Rhodes in less than five minutes when you can do it: Wait until Chapter 3This is probably the easiest trial time
(overall) that you won't need a fast horse. Once you get to Chapter 3 (just so that you're not grinding), quite on the train to Valentine. Get on a horse, set a point of track for Rhodes, and ride like hell on a dedicated road. Start with a small salon just to be safe that you start in Valentine's Day. You might want to buy two horse stimulants that will allow you to keep tapping that A/X
button, but they are not necessary. Five minutes is a lot of time, so you can slow down the gallop to refill Stamina, but generally not dilly-dally. Also, if for any reason you fall/crash your horse, you will be able to restart the opportunity. It's unlikely here, but there will be times that may occur in later test time calls (such as calling #6 and #9). Rider Challenge #4: While installed, drag
the victim to 3,300 feet using LassoWhen you can do it: After calling #3How else should we drag someone? The best place to do this is in the Great Valley of Western Elizabeth (see screenshot). There is a lot of flat ground here that will help with this challenge. Keep in mind that whoever you lasso doesn't need to survive the drag (and believe me that they won't), but if the body
gets hung up on a tree or stones, you'll have to start over. The only hard part here is finding someone to grab from Lasso. If you don't want to lose an honorable point, you can grab one of O'Driscolls/Laromey's from The Hanging Dog Range. If you don't want to get shot at, a lone traveler will be good enough for this Challenge.Lasso passerby here and drag them across flat ground
around the Little Creek River (how serious is that name, what the hell?) you have a lot of flat space to drag them to get 3,300 feet. Rider #5: Trample 5 animals while on horseback when you can do it: After calling #4Nobody really ever means to run over a small squirrel or a bird, but it will happen while you you are you hard across the border. The rabbit here is maybe a sparrow
that couldn't fly off the road fast enough. If you kill it with your horse, including that annoying Pronghorn who thought trying to overtake you was the best strategy for getting out of the way. Although, if you're trying to do that and it's out of the way (unlike the little idiots who cross the trail as you drive through) then try riding along the Dakota River. Fish, ducks, and those zealously
aggressive muskrats all count on this Challenge.Horseman Challenge #6: A trip from strawberry to Saint-Denis under 9 minutes without touching any water When you can do it: Chapter 3 after the Mission Preaching Forgiveness as it went Most likely you've been to Saint-Denis by now, but if you haven't done it, get off on the train there to see him on the map. Maintaining the
aforementioned mission will also reveal the environment on the map. Take Stagecoach to strawberry and make sure you have that white Arab horse handy, it will be very useful for this challenge. While in the stables, go to Tack and services and then services, and buy a horse care package. This will give your horse gold health and Stamina Cores for the next 48 minutes (in real
time). More so than a challenge #3, a pair of horse stimulants is a good idea to have. Start with The Butcher, which is about as far away from the strawberries you can get while still being in strawberries. As you ride, push in on the left/L3 to soothe your horse every two minutes or so. Not only will it calm your horse, but it will also give him a little boost Stamina.As you can see in the
description, just placing a point of track on Saint-Denis won't count since you have to cross a couple of rivers to get there, but not so much as that Joe Cocker song. Fortunately, there is a workaround to this; railway tracks, but not just any track. One of the two railway bridges that go into Saint-Denis is somewhat concerned with water, but still sometimes counts for this challenge.
To save yourself from a headache, take the railway bridge in the second and third screenshots. As before crashing and/or falling off your horse cancels the time trial, and you are annoyingly restarting. So it is difficult to drive, but carefully. Place the path-dot here at the Bard's intersection as you exit the strawberries. When you get to Rigg station there is the possibility of a train
being there. No sweat, just drive right and follow the rails, you're going to go here anyway. Place the next point of the path here as soon as you have crossed the Bard Crossing. This railway bridge reaches Saint-Denis. As you follow the road you are climbing up to the left to reach this train bridge. And no, I didn't run into Colonel Sanders. while taking this screenshot. Rider
Challenges #7: Kill 7 enemies with a horse, don't dismantle When you can do it: There are a few but a great chance for this Chapter 3 Mission Honest Mistake I'm not going to argue that you prefer in arms as much as I don't riff you on your taste in sports teams (although I probably will in the latter case). Everyone has their preference for sending enemies, but whatever yours,
make sure you kill seven of them with it while you drive. The aforementioned mission is a great time to do so as there is a sequence where you avoid a platoon of enemy riders. Well, if you hang back with a rifle, you can easily make this call without breaking a sweat. In fact, it is also a good mission for the Weapons Expert Challenge #5.You must shoot seven CONSECUTIVELY
enemies while on horseback. If you come down to ground combat, you'll drop this Challenge.Horseman Challenge #8: Kill 9 predators from a horse when you can do it: After calling #7The the best way to do it is to ride through the swamps of Lemon. Do you know how there are alligators everywhere? Well, they're considered predators for this challenge. I know, I know, it's almost
unfair for alligators even when you're walking, but it's the fastest way to finish this challenge.Now if you take your time that you shouldn't be, because grinding any of the problems of the game is not recommended, in my opinion you can kill grizzly bears, wolves and cougars for that. All of which are more self-defense situations anyway, but alligators just kind of mind their own
business if you give them a broad birth. Your horse may disagree, but let's be real here, your horse gets skittish if you so much like ride past a snake . . . yes! It reminds me! Snakes are predators too for this challenge. Yes, I know, don't I? Dynamite is optional. Getting to New Austin early (PATCHED by update 1.06)Horseman Challenge #9: A trip from Van Horn to Blackwater in
under 17 minutes, Not touching the water When you can do it: After the epilogue Part 1 Mission Motherhood (zlt;legitimate) Chapter 4 Mission Angelo Bronte, Man of Honor (patch on Update 1.06, but can be unc patented later)As The Challenge #6, you need AVOID water. Which this time means little more than just continuing to follow the railroad tracks. Because of the canon of
the Red Dead Atonement, there is no railway bridge that connects north and southwest Elizabeth. In fact, most bridges are unfinished (and don't try to jump them), except crossing the Owanjila Dam (see fourth screenshot). As with the problem #6 go to the stables at Van Horn Trading Post and get a golden main horse care package. There's no general store nearby, so you have to
buy or have a few horse stimulants before you get here. Keep in mind you can also craft powerful horse stimulants from the campfire outside the Van Horn Salon. Be sure to click on your left stick/L3 to calm your horse, which will give him a slight push Stamina's meter. Only every 30 seconds, or a minute, that will work though. As for what horse use it can vary. If you are you it's
during the Epilogue than Rachel is a good enough horse for this challenge. If the glitch in the aforementioned video still works, you have a few more options for horses by the time you get into Chapter 4. White Arabs are still viable, but Black Arabia has a little more stamina, and the Golden Turkoman is just as good. The only difference with those last two horses is the expense. (If
you don't have enough money in the game, you can always make Explorer Challenges.) Start next to the lighthouse, so it is considered in the Van Horn Trading Post. Like #6 Challenge, you'll have a couple of rivers too cross, but from Van Horn Trading Post, that's not a problem. Plus you have 17 minutes, so there's no need to stress if you just keep riding hard. Keep in mind that
if anytime you crash and/or fall off your horse, you need to start over. Try not to travel to the rugged country for this reason, just stick to the roads and railway tracks listed below on the screenshots. Your first point of path should be set on this bridge that will help you across the Kamassa River. Rider Challenge #9 as Arthur Morgan (recorded before patch 1.06)Horseman Challenge
#10: Break every wild breed of horse When you can do it: After calling #9. Surprisingly going New Austin is not really required to finish this ChallengeWhen they say that every breed of horses, they actually mean nine of the twelve available breeds, but let's not get caught up in semantics. It's a simpler challenge than you think, it just takes time. Speaking of which, setting up camp
and sleeping till morning is a smart thing to do. Herds of wild horses seem to be more abundant in the early hours of the day, at least in my experience with the game. However, some horses only show up in some zoneAh (more on that in a second). Just like with hunting, use Eagle Eye (click on both sticks / L3'R3) to help track the desired wild horse that has escaped your sight.
Make sure you have a lot of Stamina. Once you lasso the horse, and approach it to mount, you will burn through your Stamina meter. If it is depleted, the horse will come off and you will have to chase him again. Also remember to keep pressing X/Square to soothe the horse as you approach it to install, and during the breaking process. Morgan/Tennessee Walker/Kentucky
Saddler: These three breeds are about as common as a wook to protest. They come in different coats, but this is the name of the breed you want to look for. They're not too fast, so you won't have a huge chase. Mustang/American Paint: It's only semi common. You have a chance to meet at least one, if you're lucky, in every herd of Morgans, Kentucky Saddlers, etc. Best
Mustang? I'm talking about the Tiger Stripe Bay version of Rio del Lobo Rock (although this horse is so awesome, it has to be written by Bae). Chasing him can be a little disorienting as you can In the video below, but it's worth the chase. In my opinion, this is the second best horse in the game except Buell. Hungarian Halfbred: You can find this horse around O from New Hanover,
or at least that's where I always find it. Unlike the first Red Dead Redemption it won't always be a pale white coat. In my experience, it's more burgundy or brownish. It's semi rare-ish (or I just don't know another place to search for one). You can find it east of the Emerald Ranch or in the mountains to the north near the Ambarino border. Appaloosa: Not as rare as other horses, in
fact you can say it's semi-generic, since you can find it in a few places all over the map. For me right under the R from Ambarino is a great place to find one, but it takes a bit of perseverance. Ride west along the road to the place in the first screenshot. You should see a couple of horses grazing on the left on the hill (or will it be a nol?) Equip binoculars to see if you can detect, and
tag, Appaloosa. The one that hangs here has a spotty, behind which in some cases it would be pretty bad since medical time, but with this horse it is a good visible signal. If you don't see one right away there are three more grazing horses on the trees to the right of the hill/hill. Unfortunately, Morgans and Kentucky Saddlers will be about as much as peanuts in mixed tree nuts. To
find a metaphorical kesy ride back up the road as you come a little way and drive back to give to the horses. Keep doing this until you get Appaloosa; actually, and I can't say for sure, but you could use this place for other breeds using this technique! American Standardbred: A ride near Hanging Dog Ranch in the Great Valley, east of the ranch, where a herd of horses is among the
trees. I always find at least one American Standardbred here. He may not have that badass black coat like the Red Dead Redemption, but don't get picky. If you feel nostalgic you can continue hunting for it, or you can agree to a tan one to keep this challenge going. Nakota: These horses pop up in a few places down in New Austin, but you can find one on the west bank of a flat
iron lake. On a patch of land around the Upper Montana River from Blackwater (see second screenshot and third video). The hard part about this is he will try to escape into the lake and you can't drag a live wild horse out of the water with a lasso (believe me, I tried). If this, and it happens, happens to just drive a little and wait in the distance. Eventually Stamina Coteta drains and
returns to shore (or shure, as Arthur will pronounce it). After that you can break it without much fight. Although it's a little sad if you think about it . . . So don't! This is the place where you can find Appaloosa. Tiger Band MustangAppaloosaNakotaOther Red Dead Atonement 2 Guides© 2018 By Eric zel zel
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